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About This Content

Pump up your fighting power with this Processor Pack!

Includes the following:

Processor Unit "Wonderland"

Processor Unit "Fairy"

Processor Unit "Flower Spirit"
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Idea Factory, Compile Heart
Publisher:
Idea Factory International
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Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel i5 2.3 GHz or comparable

Memory: ６ GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 650 or comparable

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 17 GB available space

Sound Card: Windows compatible sound card

Additional Notes: Shader v5 or newer

English,Japanese
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megadimension neptunia vii processor pack

This game has that fresh new experience that indies are made to deliver. The levels are just the right amount in length and not
too easy nor too difficult to solve, especially when you correctly use the bonus items you get from trapping spiders. It has good
replayability considering that the levels are randomly generated each time you start a new game, so you are always solving new
mazes. It does require a system with reasonable graphics capability, so my low-spec laptop was borderline but my desktop with
dedicated video card had no issues.. My Lovely Daughter is a game i can't really describe
To the Story: Your Faust a young man who can't remember anything,he wakes up and finds his Daughters body but he can't
remember what happened and now he is try anything to save her.
What will happen on the Way or will something change your mind it's fully up to you! 
To the Gameplay: Its easy to handle and a bit of grinding for resources, you can play as long as you want.
To the Art/Graphics: It's good that it is like that, easy Art/Graphic are used.
Little things who are good: the Atmosphere, the Sounds, the hidden messages and the never ending fight with yourself (is it ok
or not).

Warning it might not recommend for people who are easy going or who can't take heavy situations like that.
Its fully recommendable for nearly any person choose by yourself.
[8.4/10] Points

Afterwords(Read for your own purpose, if you want): This game is like a circle of "Evil and Dead", it might has some deep
hidden messages holding up for you to think of.. Great game with awesome graphics. It has decent story considering the length
of the game. I bought it on sale for 1.24€ and it was very worth it for that money.

You combine the present and the past in this game from which you solve some good logical puzzles alongside with platforming
part. You can also freeze the time with the snail in the past/present and that is very cool! :)

Also, the sound in the game is kinda mystical which fits thematics perfectly and the narration(yes this game has narration xD!)
is pretty good in my opinion.

I'd give this game rating of 9/10 because it's kinda short but everything else is great!. Great game, more to it than I expected.
Though you CAN pay to unlock new fighters you can very easily get the currency for free via the quests, challenges, or even
PVP. My only complaint would be that I can't turn off some of the animations.. I'm in love with music, and you know what, this
is the best game I had ever played in my entire life. I love everything about it! I love the music, I love the characters, I love it all!
I'm so glad I payed money for this game! I'm never leaving music behind!

"Music is the soul, and those who deny the soul are bad performers." -Zachery Rondo. An unusual outdoor-only MS-DOS FPS
game hailing from 1997, Z.A.R (Zone of Artificial Resources) is actually surprisingly good. It scratches that sprite-based FPS
itch.. This is a nice platformer with lots of charm. You start out with nothing and as you find more equipment more of the world
can be reached. It feels nice to finally find that item that lets you get past that obstacle you saw a while ago. There is a good bit
of variety in the puzzles and challenges you face, and it never felt to me like it fell into a repetitive formula.

The dialogue is nice with a few laughs to be had, the art is nice to look at and fits this type of game and the music enhances the
atmosphere and is great enough to listen to on its own. I really enjoyed the original Treasure Adventure Game and this remake
has what made the original fun with more polish.
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Remember Split\/Second ? Well, in my opinion, this is the game that started the game mechanic where you race and blow up the
environments at the same time.
It's the same as all the other arcade racers - it isn't even good, mind you - but it mixes racing with vehicular combat and
destructible environments. Somewhat succesful. It's kind of fun at times, but Split\/Second is better in every way so if I have to
make a choice for you; go for that game.

[Rating: 64\/100]. 10/10 You can have♥♥♥♥♥♥♥face. :ok_hand:. As much as I really want to support them for getting Linux
support in, the performance just isn't acceptable.. I wish there was a faster walking/sprint option.
- I wish I could turn the intro subtitles off.
- I wish the voice acting was better.
- I wish there was an option in between the "heavy" and "low" tape effects.
- I wish the jumpscares/sounds were better.
- I wish there was some kind of notification if you got to a checkpoint or saving spot.
- I wish the death scene(s) of your character were better than a fading-to-black screen.
- I wish you could change the resolution in-game so I didn't have to restart it to make sure it worked right.. I really enjoyed the
brief tour. The sounds really add to the experience and made the atmosphere great. I really wish to see more exhibitions and
more educational games like this in general for Vive. This one will definitely be in my choise of things to show when doing
demos of Vive for friends.. Game has become abandoned. About the only thing you'll ever hear from the dev is "I'll update
someday". No he wont, this games done. Don't waste your money, this is the most under-developed piece of garbage on steam so
far.

Last game update was 11 months ago btw.

February 9th now, still no update. This game is still being sold on steam?

What is wrong with you GabeN?. Best free game WW2,
But why i cant use this Medic Pouch i buy this DLC and i cant use it????. It's basically Unity Asset Store: The Game

The Good:
- Great cyberpunk atmosphere.
- The city is surprisingly well made.
- The fedora achievement is broken. Just click one hat 5 times and it counts that as having found 5 fedoras. No one has time to
look for those.

The Okay:
- Driving controls surprisingly work.

The Bad:
- No optimization whatsoever. The use of unity's ssr and volumetric light effects in particular are absolutely dreadful, I have
some experience with both of those and I know that they drag the performance even in light use, but this game is full of them.
- So many bugs.
- Using Unity's standard mobile fps character in a PC game wasn't the best idea.
- There are like 3 different Npc character models that are used over and over and over again
- I literally have one of the billboard arts as one of my wallpapers.
- There's a picture of Commander Shepard from Mass Effect in the money...?. This game is simple and fun, if you're looking
for a casual action game then, this is for you. I love how every action and skill for this game, the boss was quite challanging and
the gameplay was pretty decent. The controls are good, people highly recommand you to play this using a controller but it's not
like you really needed it. I played the game using keyboards only and still find it fun. The storyline for this game was quite
short, but I wasn't really into the story. There weren't many bugs except that if you update the game, then it just destroy the
game for you. The graphic was nice, I like how every skill you cast and has that effect for it. The music for this game was
beautiful as well, main menu theme are my favorite so far. So in conclusion, I would say this game is quite fun if you're looking
for that anime beat em up game. XD. Pretty nice game, especially for its price point. Looking forward to whats next.
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